GOLD AWARD

CHAMPAGNE PREMIER CRU

DESIGN CATEGORY

TRIO DES ANCETRES
3 exceptional Cuvees de Cépage aged in cask from Premier Cru vineyards.
PACKAGING

Well this is it... Finally after years of being undecided
about the packaging/dosage/name of my new
cuvées... 3 exceptional champagnes each representing
one Champagne grape, aged in wood before bottling
for a year, then 9 years on their lees before disgorgement

DESCRIPTION

1 top of the range Champagne bucket made of 1cm

thick real barrique wood ready for sale including 3 Zero
Dosage cuvées

CUVEES

Each of these 3 cuvées representing one Champagne grape has been put in barriques in mai 2001, bottled in mai

2002, and will be disgorged with no dosage as a Brut Nature after currently 9 years on lees
Cuvée FIRMIN Dumangin: Blanc de Chardonnay (100%). Firmin was the first "Dumangin" to own and work on
vineyards (1622)
Cuvée HIPPOLYTE Dumangin: Blanc de Pinot Noir (100%). Hippolyte was the first generation of Champagne maker
in the family end of the 1800s (Gilles is the 5th)
Cuvée ACHILLE Dumangin: Blanc de Meunier (100%). Achille was the 2nd generation

ADVANTAGES

The bucket is ready to be sold in shops as it is. It will have its own barcode, back label
It is the ultimate tasting and gift package... 3 champagne grapes to be tasted in one go each in a different bottle.
The bucket is a "useable" Champagne bucket (can be used for refreshing the 3 cuvées in one go or even a
magnum). A bucket I can guarantee no-one will ever throw away...
It will shipped in a strong cardboard box and dividers for protection.
It is NIMP15 treated for sale everywhere in the world.
Eco-side: ALL the components of this package come Champagne to avoid lengthy transportation and CO2 emissions. Bucket is made by the Tonnellerie de Champagne-Ardennes, box/labels/foils/corks/bottles by a local provider... Grapes and wine by Champagne Dumangin obviously :-) exceptional champagnes to be tasted on their own
...
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